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Mathematical argumentation is an important feature in the development of conceptual
understanding for students (Osborne et al., 2019; Staples & Newton, 2016). Research has generally
focused on how argumentation plays out in the classroom, with little focus on how teachers learn this
complex work. This study explores teacher’s understanding in facilitating argumentation and its
implementation over time in the context of a professional development initiative. We address the
following questions: How do teachers understand argumentation as a practice? How do teachers
implement argumentation in their classrooms as they participate in the professional development?
Our work is framed around an understanding that teacher learning is contexual, with a focus on
interactions in the content (Greeno & Engeström 2014) and built off of teachers’ practices (Kazemi
and Hubbard, 2008). We consider argumentation as reasoning about a claim to build agreement
across a community, as established by Knudsen et al. (2018).
Eight elementary teachers participated in Learning Labs (Gibbons et al., 2017), a series of monthly
professional development sessions with interim support by coaches on implementing the practices.
Each Learning Lab consisted of a cycle of new learning, planning a lesson using mathematical
argumentation, enacting the lesson, and a debrief of the experience. Data included field notes from
each Learning Lab, teachers’ written reflections, and pre- and post-interviews for each teacher. We
conducted cross-data analysis, with the sensitizing question of how do teachers understand
argumentation and how do they make plans to facilitate argumentation in their classrooms? We
analyzed perceptions and actions involving argumentation over the series of Learning Labs to
understand moments of teacher insight and change regarding argumentation.
Findings show a change over time in teachers’ understanding and facilitation of argumentation in
practice. Early understandings focused on argumentation as explaining one’s thinking. Teachers
grappled with the distinction between explaining and justifying and with how to implement
argumentation in the classroom (see Ghousseini et al., 2019). Over time, teachers developed more
nuanced ideas of what counts as argumentation (making claims, providing evidence). Their new
understandings helped them generate supports for students to participation in argumentation, ranging
from claim comparisons to creating rough drafts of ideas. For example, one teacher worked to
provide a set of claims for students to promote discussion that focused on justifying support or
disagreement with each. Another teacher worked on language supports for argumentation and forms
of modeling justification to move beyond students simply explaining a strategy. While the growth
shown in teachers shows a more complex and practice-oriented understanding of argumentation, the
differences across individual teachers represent the unique ways they connected to the professional
development experiences. These findings show the effectiveness and significance of explicit and
practice-oriented professional development for teachers’ understanding of mathematical
argumentation.
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